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ROCKY FLOP

this week
B A R N A R D O B S E R VAT O R Y

MHC LECTURE:
GROWING UP ON FILM
Jason Klodt, associate professor
of modern languages, and recipient of the 2010 UM Humanities
Teacher of the Year, will be the
speaker. A reception will follow
the lecture. The event is sponsored
by the College of Liberal Arts
and the Mississippi Humanities
Council.
7 p.m. - 8 p.m. today
Barnard Observatory. Free.

THE POWERHOUSE

CALL FOR VOLUNTEERS:
OXFORD FILM FESTIVAL

AUSTIN MCAFEE | The Daily Mississippian

BY ALEX LAKE
The Daily Mississippian

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. – This
year’s Ole Miss football team has
seen its fair share of rough days, but
Saturday’s game against Tennessee
might have been a season low for
the Rebels.
Tennessee (4-6, 1-6 SEC) jumped
out to an early 21-point first quarter
lead on Ole Miss (4-6, 1-5) largely
in part to the performance of freshman quarterback Tyler Bray and
never looked back in a convincing
52-14 win in Knoxville.
The Rebels’ loss means the team
will need to defeat its last two opponents, LSU and Mississippi State,
to become bowl eligible. Both the
Tigers and Bulldogs are ranked in

the top 25.
“Just a bad, bad, bad, bad feeling today. Bad showing,” Ole Miss
coach Houston Nutt said. “The
way things went was just absolutely
perfect for them all day long, and
we helped them.”
Bray, making only his second collegiate start, torched the Ole Miss
secondary on 18-of-34 passing for
323 yards and three touchdowns.
“He put the ball up and let his
receivers and tight ends go make
plays,” Rebel defensive coordinator Tyrone Nix said. “We did a lot
of things we wanted to do but the
bottom line is their skill guys made
plays.”
Nutt said he never would have
believed the final score.
“Never in a million years did I

think it’d be 52 to 14,” Nutt said.
“That’s just what throws you,”
The Ole Miss offense didn’t help
the defensive struggles either, totaling four interceptions and one
fumble.
The Rebel defense, a unit that has
given up 35 points or more seven
times this season, gave up a seasonhigh 52 points to Tennessee. The
Volunteers hadn’t won a conference
game until exploding for 441 total
yards against Ole Miss.
Jeremiah Masoli started at quarterback for the Rebels after a concussion last week left him questionable for the game. Masoli arguably
had his worst day as a Rebel, going
7-of-18 for 80 yards and three interceptions. Two were returned for
touchdowns.

“He just didn’t have a good day,
bottom line, there’s no way to hide
it,” Nutt said. “I think he’d be the
first to tell you. We put a lot on his
shoulders.”
Masoli said the interceptions that
were returned for touchdowns were
his fault.
“If you look at the interceptions
that got returned for touchdowns,
it was just on me,” Masoli said. “I
tried to get it over somebody and
put a little too much air under it
down by the goal line. I was just trying to make a play. High risk, high
reward.”
Running back Brandon Bolden
was the lone bright spot during the
Rebels’ trip to Neyland Stadium.
Bolden rushed for 113 yards and
two touchdowns on 12 carries.

Oxford housing market slows
BY KAYLEIGH WEBB
The Daily Mississippian

ADDISON DENT | The Daily Mississippian

A home remains on the market. While the housing market is down in Oxford, this
is a normal slump. The housing market usually suffers in late fall and early winter.

As is normal for the season,
the housing market in Oxford
is slowing down.
The number of sales appearing on real estate listings has
slowed, but homes are still selling.
“We still have lots of homes
selling and coming into the
Oxford area, whether they be
retirees or coming in for a job
that are looking for housing,”
Deanna Hollinger, a broker for
Elite Reality of Oxford Real Estate, said.
“This is just a slower time of
year.”
Despite the decline in sales,
prices on most homes have remained relatively the same.
“They (housing prices) have
been pretty stable,” Hollinger
said. “It depends on the subdivision, for Wells Cape, the
houses have remained stable,
but around the Square the prices
of houses have dropped. Other
than that, everything has remained stable.” Jobs, the economy, and the media all cause

the housing market to fluctuate,
according to Hollinger.
“Oxford didn’t get hit with
the foreclosure market. I feel
like the media had a lot to do
with that, and I feel like people
thought they could steal things
in Oxford because of the other
areas that were hurting, but Oxford just wasn’t one of those areas,” Hollinger said.
“We’ve had some foreclosures
in the last six months, and I feel
like there will be a few more
that will come up but we just
haven’t been hit by that, because
our economy in Oxford is fairly
stable because of the university
and because of the companies
in town.”
With the new Olin plant
bringing in over 1,000 jobs to
Oxford in the future, Hollinger
said she expects to see the housing market rise.
“We’ve already seen an influx,” Hollinger said. “My husband is a builder in Oxford and
we’ve seen an influx of banking
people calling saying ‘I feel like
if you want to build a couple
house in a particular subdivision, you’re going to do fine’.”

New volunteers for the February
10-13, 2011 Oxford Film Festival
should attend this information session to learn more about how to
sign up to volunteer, what expectations we have for volunteers and
what opportunities are available.
5:30 pm. - 6:30 p.m. Tuesday
The Powerhouse. Free.
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Thanksgiving comes before Christmas
BY ALEXANDRA
DONALDSON
Columnist

T H E

As you may have noticed, Christmas
decorations are out and ready for the
Christmas holidays.
Only, some people may have forgotten
about the month of November.
Mainly they might have forgotten the
holiday of Thanksgiving.
I am the type person that does not appreciate having Christmas decorations
on display before Thanksgiving.
Don’t you remember learning about
the pilgrims and the New world, or
rather new to us?
Indians were in America before us.
They were the ones who showed us how
to grow our own food, find gold, survive
the harsh winters and sickness.
To celebrate their new found friends
and to thank God for their new lives, the
pilgrims started a three day long feast.
This feast is known to Americans as
Thanksgiving.

Nowadays, we celebrate it in a similar
fashion with our families and friends.
We typically sit at a table or, in some
cases, wherever we can find a spot in the
crowded dining room and eat turkey,
whether it is fried or baked, pie, cake,
mashed potatoes and dressing.
Most schools do not require students
to come to class during the Thanksgiving holiday.
Thankfully, Ole Miss does not require their students to come to school
or classes for an entire week!
With so many people celebrating it
and schools closing down for Thanksgiving, wouldn’t you think it is a pretty
big deal? So what is with the Christmas
decorations?
I know some stores and people like to
prepare earlier, but not when there is a
holiday before. Where is the respect?
Some Greek houses have their doors
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and interior decorated, and even Walmart has a Christmas tree.
This is the same concept as your
friends and you celebrating another
friend’s birthday before yours, even
though yours comes first within the calendar year. It is disrespectful, rude, and
inconsiderate.
Are there not any decorations for the
Thanksgiving holiday? What happened
to the cornucopias, pumpkins, changing
color leaves, pilgrim hats and decorative
turkeys? Did they just disappear?
Historically, Christmas came before
Thanksgiving, but according to the
calendar, Thanksgiving comes before
Christmas. Thus we should follow the
calendar year and celebrate Thanksgiving first.
So, put away the Christmas decorations and smell the pecan pie!

The Daily Mississippian welcomes all comments.
Please send a letter to the editor addressed to The Daily
Mississippian, 201 Bishop Hall, University, MS 38677
or send an e-mail to dmeditor@gmail.com.
Letters should be typed, double-spaced and no longer than 300 words. Third party letters and those bearing pseudonyms, pen names or “name withheld” will
not be published. Publication is limited to one letter per
individual per calendar month.
Student submissions must include grade classification
and major. All submissions must be turned in at least
three days in advance of date of desired publication.
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Do Congress members know what they’re doing?
A not-so-recent problem has cropped up for
members of Congress.
The problems stem from whether or not unemployment benefits should be extended.
Some members of Congress, including their
staffers, have no idea how this bill actually
works.
Federally-funded unemployment benefits are
set to expire on Nov. 30.
Most members of Congress don’t want to reauthorize the bill because the people they think
are benefiting the most from the bill are those
that have already used unemployment benefits
for 99 weeks.
Most state governments provide 26 weeks of
unemployment benefits. The federal government provided up 73 weeks of unemployment
benefits, which means some people have received unemployment benefits for a little more
than two years.
Yes, receiving unemployment benefits for
more than two years sounds like too much (and
it is), but the national unemployment rate currently sits as 9.6 percent, that’s almost double
digits.
To make matters worse, some legislators are
only looking at the fact that some people have
received 99 weeks of unemployment.
What about the folks that lose their jobs next
year? That means they will only be eligible for

the 26 weeks of unemployment benefits provided by their states. I doubt members of Congress understand this problem.
The legislators that support an extension
probably have not realized the flaw in the legislation.
Whether unemployment benefits should be
extended or not isn’t the crux of the problem.
Some members of Congress blindingly choose
to pass or not pass several bills a year without
completely understanding the bill.
In fact, some don’t actually read the legislations they pass.
For years members of Congress have simply
voted on hugely important issues without completely understanding what the bill is about,
what’s included in it, or if it actually makes any
sense.
There are now several groups that want to
make it a requirement that members of Congress
must read bills before they can vote. Groups that
have come out on the issue, like the conservative group Let Freedom Ring and the liberal coalition group ReadTheBill.org, want Congress
members to sign a pledge to read bills.
But one group wants to take it a step further.
The libertarian group Downsize DC has proposed legislation called “RTBA,” the Read the
Bills Act.
The group says members of Congress have a

fiduciary responsibility, meaning all members
are obligated to read every word of a bill before
they vote.
The group has created a slogan, “No legislation without representation.”
The group believes that by requiring members
of Congress to read bills, the “Congress will BY JON MOSBY
have to slow down and the pace of government Columnist
growth will also slow.” The groups says the bills
will shrink, become less complicated, and contain fewer subjects, so that Congress will be able
to endure hearing them read.
When researching for this column, I read some
of the 2010 health care bill, which is available
at house.gov.
And not surprisingly it is incredibly long
and arduous. The complete document is 1990
pages. Now, I’m not a member of Congress, so I
didn’t read the entire document. I also attempted to read the 2001 USA PATRIOT ACT, and
again, the same problem. It’s incredibly long
and sometimes difficult to understand.
I’m not sure how many members of Congress
are actually reading the bills that come before
them, but if I couldn’t finish the bills I doubt if
they finish them either.
We should require all members of Congress
to read bills, and bills should be written in a
way that the average American citizen can understand everything about it.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

and the two shall become one flesh’?”
His justification for homosexuality, citing its presence in the animal kingdom, is very disturbing. By that
standard, women should be able to eat their children as
they are born, which also happens in nature.
Throughout literary history there are frequent themes
on the folly of youthful hubris and inexperience. It even
dates back to the Bible as well, “The glory of young
men is their strength, and the splendor of old men is
their gray head” Proverbs 20:29.
This theme has been so frequent for a reason. It does
not bode well for a cause that stands on the youth of a
generation.

liberty from state coercion. We therefore oppose imperialistic wars, high taxes, government manipulation of
the economy, and all efforts to legislate morality. Most
tea partiers echo our calls for tax cuts, but that is where
the overlap between our organization and theirs ends.
I have no idea why Ms. Brown assumed that YAL
and the Tea Party were cohorts. But perhaps she should
learn that intellectual discussions rest on those pesky
little things called facts. Apparently DM writers no longer bother with fact-checking. And they wonder why
people called it the Daily Mistake.

Letter to the Editor:
I was dismayed, but not surprised that Andrew Dickson did not bother to research his arguments against
the biblical stance concerning homosexuality. ‘In his
Friday column he says “Jesus Christ himself never spoke
a word about homosexuality when delivering the law –
not even once.”
Not only are none of the gospels 100% complete
records of everything Jesus ever said during his lifetime,
but none of them show him saying a word about pedophilia, necrophilia, beastiality, or incest.
Are we to therefore conclude that the bible considers
those sexual orientations every bit as moral as Andrew
believes it finds homosexuality?
The old testament records God declaring all these
practices, as well as homosexuality, immoral. Christ
reiterated that declaration by stating the only sexual
relationship God intended for us is between married
couples. Matthew 19:4-5 says “…Have you not read
that He who made them at the beginning ‘made them
male and female,’ and said, ‘For this reason a man shall
leave his father and mother and be joined to his wife,

Zackary Williams
Senior, Geology
Kathleen Brown called the Young Americans for Liberty the “training wheels for the Tea Party.” To equate
the libertarian YAL with the zealots and war mongers of
the Tea Party is absurd. Perhaps Brown should attend
some of our meetings. She will learn that we boo the Tea
Party, Palin, and Bush with the same intensity as we boo
Obama, Pelosi, and Reid.
YAL does not seek a theocracy. Even a casual glance at
our website would demonstrate that we stand squarely,
unapologetically, and without exception for individual

Matt Johnson
Oxford, MS

When you want your nails looking best,
Come to Nail-Thology - we’ll do the rest
The Study of Nails by Chris Le & Steve Le
GOT
SOLAR NAILS!
234-9911
1535 University Ave.

spa
manicure/pedicure
9:30 am - 7:00 pm
Monday - Saturday

Soccer playoffs start TODAY!
Look online to see when your
team plays

662-236-3030
1603 W. JACKSON AVE.

www.imleagues.com/schools/
OleMiss
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OPD begins networking on Facebook
BY MALLORY SIMERVILLE
The Daily Mississippian

SCREENSHOT FROM OPD FACEBOOK PAGE | The Daily Mississippian

get your morning fix

Across the state, several police departments have utilized
the technology available via social networking, including the
Oxford Police Department.
“There were a couple of departments that we know of that
tried it and seemed to be working for them, so we decided we
would try it out and see if it
was just another avenue we
could use to get information
out to the public,” Oxford Police Chief Mike Martin said.
Martin and Captain Kevin
Stark, an investigator, started the Facebook page. Stark
came up with the idea and
convinced Martin of using the
social networking site to better
reach the public. Thus far the
page has been quite the success
according to Martin.
“In this day and time it seems
like everybody uses Facebook
and it’s really an excellent way

The Daily Mississippian

The Daily Mississippian
of
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In addition to the surveillance, OPD posts statuses of
traffic rerouting, game day
routines and major crimes that
have occurred in the city.
Other police departments in
major cities within the vicinity
with Facebook pages include
Memphis, Jackson, Tupelo and
Meridian.
Verita Marshall, the administrative assistant for the Chief
of Police in Tupelo has access
to their page and said he believes it helps promote what’s
happening in the city to its
community.
To access OPD’s page, seach
Oxford MS Police Department
on Facebook.
Any member of Facebook
can become a fan of the department by “liking” the page.
Since the page was launched at
the beginning of the year, over
1,700 people have “liked” it
and within the first two weeks
of being launched just over
800 people became fans.

UM law students to argue
before court of appeals
BY KAYLEIGH WEBB

The STudenT newSpaper

to get information out there
to the public about different
things,” Martin said.
The department posts pictures of events, updates information about traffic flow,
crime reports and other upcoming events. The page aids
in providing information in a
more immediate manner, as
well as allowing OPD to interact with the citizens of Oxford.
Facebook users can give
feedback in reference to what
the department does, and according to Martin give ideas
and suggestions on how to better their services. He said that
a lot of the times the feedback
is a great way to understand
what the city needs from the
department.
The page has updates daily,
most are a 24 hour surveillance update of statistics on
the number of calls, arrests,
traffic stops, tickets issued and
wrecks.

University of Mississippi law
students will be arguing before
the Appeals Court on Nov. 18
in the “Court on the Road”
teaching program put on by
the Appeals Court of Mississippi.
Katherine O’Connell and
Phillip Londeree, third-year
law students in the Ole Miss
criminal appeals program,
make up the University of Mississippi arguing team.
“There are multiple factors
that come to mind in my subjective decision to name them
as team members,” Phil Broadhead, Clinical Professor and
Director of Criminal Appeals
said.
“But mainly because all of
our briefs were filled and we
began oral argument practice
last week, so they were far
enough ahead of their schedule
to shift from the brief writing
in the case they had currently
this semester into preparing for
this case.”
O’Connell and Londeree will
present oral arguments for the
Appeals Court in representation of the case Eric Jackson
versus the state of Mississippi.

Jackson was found guilty of
three counts murder with depraved heart in 2008 because
of a video game dispute that
ended in the shooting deaths of
a man and a pregnant woman.
“We get three to five grants of
oral argument a year,” Broadhead said.
“And the court has been very
corporative in letting us do
oral arguments. Generally, it’s
very rarely granted, but now it’s
routine for clinical students.”
To prepare for court, the
team meets for two-hour practice sessions three to four times
a week.
Prep time is spent becoming
familiar with the facts of the
case, the trial transcript and the
brief that was written on behalf
of the client and the case law
that is pertinent to the case.
O’Connell and Londeree
have also been working outside
the meetings on the up coming
arguments.
“A lot of how oral arguments
go is dependant on the judges
who are on the panel and their
views on the case that is being
argued,” O’Connell said.
“I know that we have a great
case for reversal, and we will
be very prepared to field any
questions the judges may have.

While it’s hard to be confident
that your case will win at the
appellate level since there are
so many factors and intricacies
in law that go into the judges
decisions, but I do have the
upmost confidence that Phillip and I will present a case
on which the judges will have
ample grounds to overturn the
verdict.”
The court will meet on Nov.
18 at Huntsville Henry Center
on the campus of Mississippi
State University in Starkville.
“I’m very honored to be given the opportunity to represent
our client, and the law school
at oral arguments,” O’Connell
said.
“This is an opportunity some
lawyers do not get throughout
their entire career, and Phillip and I are being given the
chance to do it before we even
begin to practice. It’s very exciting to have the chance to
participate in these arguments,
and showcase everything we
have learned at Ole Miss law.
“Again, I’m humbled and
honored that our professor has
the confidence and belief in
my ability as a student lawyer
to choose me as one of the very
few students to get this opportunity.”
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LEARNING TO LOVE MATH AGAIN
OLE MISS HOSTS THE TOP GOOGLE HIT FOR MATH CONTEST. IT GETS MORE THAN 5 MILLION HITS
annually. Here’s how it works:
Four questions are posted each week in four categories: Elementary Brain Teaser, Middle School Madness,
Algebra in Action and Problem of the Week.
BY LAUREN SMITH
The Daily Mississippian

Most people hate math. In
fact, a strong dislike of math can
influence what a student chooses
as a major.
David Rock, dean of the
School of Education at the University of Mississippi, has created a way to help people discover
the joy of math: an online math
contest.
How popular is the contest?
It draws participants from 237
countries and receives more than
1,000 e-mails a day.
Go to Google and search
“math contest.” The first link
that pops up is for “Ole Miss
Math Challenge.”
It’s not a paid site; it simply
receives a great deal of traffic more than five million hits annually.
“I use problems from a lot of
sources and try to retool problems from previous examples to
craft new challenges for future
weeks,” Rock said.
In 1996, Rock and Doug
Brumbaugh, both math educators, established an online contest called Problem of the Week
at the University of Central
Florida.
Participants could send an email with the answer to a math
problem.
Rock received 10 e-mails. The
next week it was 20, then it was
40, then 80.
He started posting two problems and eventually was receiving more than 50 to 60 e-mails
a day.
Rock brought the contest with
him when he first came to Ole
Miss in 1998.
Rock left Ole Miss in 2004,
went to the University of Massachusetts at Dartmouth and then
to Columbus State University in
Georgia, where the contest continued to grow.

He was named education dean
in July, and reinstated the contest at Ole Miss.
It took him three days to get
the data from the last four years
migrated from Columbus State
to Ole Miss.
The staff spent 10 hours emailing notices to the addresses
in the system about the contest’s
new home.
Rock has six graduate students
working for him two to five
hours a day, checking answers,
sending e-mails and posting new
questions.
“I didn’t know it was here,”
said Khristian Flowers, who
works Monday through Thursday in the afternoon. “It’s getting so much feedback. On
Monday, there were hundreds
(of answers) in each section. It’s
pretty cool.”
Here’s how the contest works:
Four questions are posted
each week on Monday night at
midnight in four different categories. The categories are Elementary Brain Teaser, Middle
School Madness, Algebra in Action and Problem of the Week.
Each category is designed
for a specific group of people.
The brain teaser is for elementary students and under, and
the Middle School Madness is
for middle school students and
under.
Algebra in Action is designed
for 6th grade and up, while the
Problem of the Week is open to
everyone of all ages.
After answering a question,
participants receive an e-mail
telling them whether they were
correct or incorrect. The e-mail
does not tell them the right answer.
To Rock, this encourages
people to keep trying until they
get the answer. It can also weed
out people who don’t work the
problem but just want the right
answer.

“After the week is over, participants can submit a request

Problem of the Week
April 12, 2010
Big Chocolate Bar
You purchase a very
large, rectangular
chocolate bar at the
candy store. The
bar is arranged in
a 4 x 8 rectangular
pattern consisting
of 32 1 x 1 small
squares. What is
the minimum number
of breaks needed
to split the bar into
thirty-two smaller 1 x
1 squares if you can
only break along the
lines between the 1
x 1 squares? Also,
stacking pieces for
breaking or laying
broken rows side by
side is not allowed!
for the answer,” he said. “Our
database checks to see if the person has submitted an answer to
that particular problem. If the
person has not, the participant
receives an e-mail requesting the
person to try the problem before
requesting the solution.
If the person has previously
submitted a solution, I gladly
send the detailed solution.”
When someone answers a current week’s problem and gets it
correct, their name is posted in

the ranking for that problem.
The first name on the list is the
first person to get the problem
correct.
Participants can earn prizes
for competing in the contest.
There is a point system for getting your name in the ranks and
for how long it stays there.
At one time, t-shirts were
given out weekly. The contest
will start with a newly-designed
t-shirt beginning December
2010.
People who participate in the
contest range from teachers, to
students, to math junkies, and
even a set of brothers living in
Hong Kong. Answers come in
from Hungary, India, Romania,
Korea and Singapore, to name a
few.
Several people have even been
answering questions since the
contest’s beginning.
“I compete in the contest because I have fun doing math
problems,” said Alicia Brown, a
7th grader from Petal, Miss. “I
also do it as part of my Mathcounts class.”
Brown’s math class practices
advanced math problems in
preparation for a math competition in the spring.
She and six of her classmates
answer all questions in all categories. They compete to see who
will get their name in the rankings first and to hopefully win
the grand prize one day.
“The contest helps me and
my classmates think outside
the box, and it helps us see how
math can be applied to the real
world in some cases,” she said.
“I enjoy doing the contest and
will continue doing it.”

Jerry Greenberg of Chelsea,
N.Y., was a “math wiz” back in
his high school days. Though he
may not remember everything
he learned, he remembers quite
a bit of it.
“I have been enjoying the
challenge of the math puzzles
since early in the previous decade,” he said.
Jerome Cherry, of Mundare,
Canada, is a retired teacher.
“These problems are very useful in the classroom,” Cherry
said. “Many expand themselves
not only into math but are great
problems to use when teaching
computer science.”
Cherry has a high regard for
Rock and the work he does.
“The man has a boundless
energy,” he said. “Think about
what it would take to design
four questions every week that
are within the grasp of middle
and elementary children plus
two very good questions that
could be grasped by senior high
students and be a challenge to
people who know their way
around a math textbook.”
Cherry competes with fellow
math-contester Frank McGartland, who lives in Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan. He tries to make
sure McGartland’s name is never
on the list before his.
At the end of the week, the
current problem is retired to a
page labeled “Past Problems.”
To view the contest, go to
http://mathcontest.olemiss.
edu/.
The site receives more than
five million hits annually and is
viewed by thousands of students
from thousands of schools in
more than 5,000 cities as well as
all 50 U.S. states.
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LEFT: Kappa Alpha Order members Tyler Champion (L) and Alex Collum (R) steady a ladder for Tyler Champion as he paints a house in Yazoo City. The fraternity took a trip to the city to help with tornado relief. TOP RIGHT:
Trees begin to lose their orange fall leaves as winter approaches. The first day of winter is December 21. BOTTOM RIGHT: Rebelette Courtney Gregory dances to “The Cha Cha Slide” with a group of elementary school children during halftime at the women’s basketball game against Jackson State University on Friday. Each year the Tad Smith Coliseum hosts students from area elementary schools to watch a women’s basketball game.

Oxford shopping center seeks
compromise on tree issue
BY MALLORY SIMERVILLE
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The Planning Commission of
Oxford denied the East Shopping
Center on University Avenue the
option of not following the landscape ordinance put in place while
resurfacing.
The owners of Grantham
Construction LLC are re-paving
the parking lot and had requested
a change in the code.
The ordinance would require
them to place 60 trees in their
parking lot. But by working with
the Oxford Tree Board, they constructed a variance.
“Compromise is what this is all
about, not about being right but
doing what’s good for the community,” Hume Bryant, the president
of the board said.
The variance requests the planning commission to approve of
planting 18 trees, sooner rather
than putting off the time to plant
the original 60 trees.
If all of the parking lots in the
city were put into one general
area, they would be 640 acres, a

square mile. The board believes
by having some trees planted,
even if it doesn’t comply with the
ordinance, it will greatly benefit
the community and show a step in
the right direction.
As far was the East Shopping
Center, the developer has made a
lot of modifications and both the
owners of the business and the
board hope to reach a compromise.
“The Tree Board has spent a lot
of time with this issue while we
would have liked to see them do a
little more, the bottom-line is that
they have come a long way from
their original position,” Bryant
said.
This is the first issue with the
landscape ordinance, since it
began enforcement. The board
unanimously voted to support the
variance.
“We try to help educate the
community, not to go hug a tree.
But that they can really help the
environment,” Bryant said.
The ordinance was put in place
five years ago, which the Tree
Board strongly supports. Any new

or renovated parking lots must
comply with the ordinance. Per
the ordinance, there should be one
tree for every five parking spaces
addressing the entire area, not just
the exterior.
According to Bryant, its not
really about the “beauty” of the
trees.
“There’s some real benefits,
especially in this part of the country,” Bryant said.
He said he believes that from an
environmental standpoint it can
really help with storm-water run
off, reducing the pollution from
vehicles sitting in the sun, and
reducing the heat-island effect.
The low moisture content of
paving doesn’t allow dissipating
through evaporation. If trees are
spread throughout the parking lot, it creates a tree canopy,
which can reduce asphalt and car
temperatures by 36 to 47 degrees
Fahrenheit.
“We firmly believe the real issue
is to get parking spaces shaded,”
Bryant said.
The Planning Commission will
meet again on December 2.
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Tallulah’s Kitchen:
A Local Restaurant’s Guide to Navigating the Current Economy

MERIDITH ELDER | The Daily Mississippian

BY MERIDITH ELDER
The Daily Mississippian

“I always wanted a small
place like this. Nothing real
big, nothing too complicated,
just something where I could
make the dishes I really wanted
to do,” Laurie Stirratt, owner
of Tallulah’s Kitchen, said.
Bassist and vocalist for Oxford-based band Blue Mountain, Stirratt had long aspired
to one day open a restaurant
where she could cook her native New Orleans’ cuisine.
Opportunity arose when
Stirratt’s friend, Carl Blackledge, owner of Catfish One,
proposed closing his restaurant
and allowing Striatt to take
over and create her own menu.
In March, Stirratt opened Tallulah’s.
Despite the economic downturn, Tallulah’s has prospered.
“It’s been a struggle, but I
think any time there’s a new
business, it’s a struggle,” Stirratt
said. “If the economy was bet-

ter, it would definitely help.”
High unemployment rates
have resulted in a decline in
consumer spending, forcing over 4,000 of the nation’s
restaurants into closure since
2008.
Stirratt also attributes the rise
of food costs to the restaurant
industry’s struggle. “The price
of catfish has gone up, which
is one of our big items, so I always have to have it in stock,”
Stirratt said. “It’s unfortunate,
but if it continues this way, I’ll
have to raise the prices on catfish plates, which is always hard
for customers to swallow. They
don’t like it when you raise the
prices.”
Stirratt credits Tallulah’s success to their daily lunch special,
which includes one meat, two
vegetable sides, bread and iced
tea for $6.
“People want to get the best
thing they can for the least
amount of money.” Stirratt
said. “That’s the way people
spend money when the econo-

my’s like this. They don’t have
a lot of extra money to splurge
on eating out. That’s why I
started that special, to combat
the economy a little bit.”
Additionally, students can
receive a $1 discount off any
plate with presentation of their
student ID. There are also reasonably priced bulk items for
tailgating or large families.
Stirratt is also offering a
Thanksgiving dinner package
in conjunction with Bottletree
Bakery.
The package will include one
8-to-10-pound slow smoked
turkey breast with homemade
cranberry sauce; a choice of
three vegetables; a baker’s dozen
rolls, French rolls or cranberry
wheat rolls; and pumpkin tart
or bourbon chocolate pecan
pie. The entire package feeds
eight to 10 people for $150.
Reservations may be made at
either Bottletree or Tallulah’s.
Deadline for reservations is
Saturday.
Stirratt works to support

CHEESE PLATE

Beer Specials- All Day, Every Day
Natty Lights: $1.25
Coors Light Pitcher: $5.50

Fall Special: $5.00 Jumbo BBQ Sandwich Plate

311 S Lamar Blvd
662 238 2929

one area in which they had
reduced their spending. “The
consumer still feels like it’s a recession,” Lynn Franco, director
of the consumer research center for The Conference Board,
an organization that conducts
business management research,
said in an interview with “Nation’s Restaurant News.”
However, most experts believe that this current trend will
not last.
“When consumers do loosen
the purse strings, dining out
is an affordable form of discretionary spending,” Franco
said.

BATTLE OF THE EGG BOWL
Please Drink Responsibly

$6 Fall Food and Drink Specials:
MONDAY

Mississippi’s economy by using
local products as much as she
can.
“All the meat that we use for
jambalaya and gumbo, we get
locally,” Stirratt said. “We’re
used to buying everything from
chain stores. We can see what’s
happened in the last 25 years to
local economies due to big box
stores. I think it’s extremely
important to buy local when
you can, even if it costs a little
more.”
In a survey conducted by
America’s Research Group, the
majority respondents cited going out to eat as the number
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SOUTHERN SKETCHES READY FOR SUBMISSIONS
BY JORDAN SKINNER
The Daily Mississippian

The Yoknapatawpha Arts Council and the Oxford Public Library
recently have come together to
create an online collaborative story
project called Southern Sketches.
While the project is targeted at
middle-school-aged students, anyone is able to submit a chapter to
the online book on the Oxford
Public Library’s website.
So far the Southern Sketches
project is a mystery story.
On the website, viewers can
read the first chapter of the book,
which was written as a guide for
those who want to submit chapters.
The online story features a
young boy and girl in Oxford who

find a letter with clues in an old
book at Square Books.
“The project is targeted at
middle school kids, but anyone
can submit to the book,” Wayne
Andrews, director of the Yoknapatawpha Arts Council, said.
There are a few guidelines to
use when writing a chapter for the
story. The main characters must
remain until the end of the story,
language must be appropriate for
all ages and writers must be as inventive as possible.
Once the writer submits his part
of the story, a panel of judges will
review the submissions and choose
which chapter they feel is best
for the Southern Sketches book.
Then, the winning chapter will be
posted on the website and added
to the story.

The Yoknapatawpha Arts Council usually holds summer programs
and workshops with the Oxford
Public Library for the community,
but the challenge is that when the
funds run out, the programs have
to end.
To start up this project, the arts
council was awarded an Ezra Jack
Keats grant, which helped them
get the website working, Andrews
said.
A project like this has a lot of
people behind it to read the chapters and review the submissions.
Andrews, the mastermind of the
Southern Sketches, wanted to create a program that promotes creativity and serves the whole community by enhancing and raising
up the available services, such as
the Oxford Public Library.

With the Southern Sketches
project, Andrews hopes that this
might inspire students to read
more.
Literacy rates in Mississippi are
low, and Andrews said that today’s
children read more magazines and
things on the Internet. Accordingly, she said they might not all have
the concentration to sit down and
read a novel.
Andrews has faith that the
Southern Sketches project will
make kids want to read if their
peers are the ones writing it.
This kind of project gives children a chance to be creative by
using their community’s resources and contribute to something
meaningful.
Though the first chapter was already written to be a guide for the

writers, the Yoknapatawpha Arts
Council and the Oxford Public Library are hoping to achieve nineteen great chapters for the book.
When the story is completed,
it will be made into a real book,
which will reside at the Oxford
Public Library.
If all goes as planned and the
online project receives enough attention, they hope to make the
Southern Sketches project an annual event.
To receive more information on
the project or submit your own
writings to the Southern Sketches
online story, visit the Oxford Public Library’s website http://www.
firstregional.org/page10. For a direct link to the Southern Sketches
project visit http://southernsketches.oxfordarts.com/.
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The DEADLINE to place, correct
or cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one
day in advance. The Daily Mississippian is published Monday
through Friday year round,
when school is in session.

Classified ads must be
prepaid.
All major credit cards accepted.
RATES:
- $ . 25 per word per day
- 15-word minimum
- No minimum run
Additional Features
(Web & Print):
Jumbo Headline - $3
Big Headline - $2
Bold Text - extra $ . 50 per
word

To place your ad online:
www.thedmonline.com/classifieds

The DM reserves the right to
refuse ads that appear to offer unrealistic or questionable
products or services.

201 BISHOP HALL
662.915.5503

Homes for Sale
FSBO: 3BR each w/ private bath. 1800
SqFt., Great Storage, Large Fenced
Yard, Close to Everything! $119,500.
Call (228)217-0278

Apartment for Rent
1 & 2 BR Apartments- On Orange
Bus Route!! Unfurnished Starting at
$545 or We Will
Make Moving Easy and Furnish Your
Apartment for $50/mo (2BR) or $25/mo
(1BR)! Free
Golf and other Amenities! Call The
Links today at 662-513-4949.
1BR Apartments $495, 2BR $585.
The Cove Apartments. (662)234-1422.
2 Lofts for rent above 208 Restaurant. Call (662)234-0005.
1,2,3 bedroom apartments less
than 1 mile from campus. HUGE floor
plans! All appliances included and pets
welcome. 662-281-0402
RENTAL CENTRAL: Available soon
studio, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 BR apts. and houses near campus/square, reasonable
prices, hundreds to choose from www.
oxfordmsaparetments.com (662)5954165
Large 2BDR/2.5BA Townhouse
with appliances furnished with W/ D.
No pet policy. Quiet atmosphere. Year
lease required. (662)234-0000.

House for Rent
FURNISHED

3 bedroom/2bath home
Like new; lawn service included. $1100
mo. Mature only.
662-329-1442 (662)574-0066
1, 2, 3, and 4 BD Houses/Duplexes
near Square. Many with hardwood
floors and porches. (662)234-3208.
3BR/2 Full Bath House for
Rent Completely renovated. $750/
mo. located in Water Valley. 18 minutes to Ole Miss campus. www.fischerproperties.net, 105 Simmons Street.
(662)473-6009

N e w sw a tc h
C h a nn e l 9 9

http://www.thedmonline.
com/classifieds.

For adoption: rescued lab/ pit mix,
female, friendly, spayed, housebroken,
10 months old. $100 rehoming fee.
Please call (901) 833-9585 or (901)
833-9582.

mo n- fri
5: 30 pm & 10 pm

To place your ad in The
Daily Mississippian
Classifieds section, visit:

5 min from Square 3 minutes from
Baptist Hospital, 1 minute from Ravine.
Newly Renovated 2 bd/2 ba home.
Concrete stained floor. All appliances;
all electric; custom deck and fenced
yard; pets ok; $750/ month. (209)9688065 or (209)613-2622
Two-Story Condo- Only $825
per month, 3 bed, 2.5 bath, alarm system, NO Pets. Avail. mid Dec. or Jan.
(662)234-6481.
Great House- 4-5 bedrooms, 3
bath, totally updated. One mile from
Square on a cove. Big front and backyard. Fenced backyard. Rent from Jan.
to Aug. $1500/month. (662)801-4844.
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Room for Rent
ROOM FOR RENT Sub-leasing room
for spring semester in Grove Hill, $490
month Call Mike (602)677-9434

Condo for Rent
Oxford Condo- 1/2 mile from Ole
Miss Campus. 2 BR - 2.5 Bath w/ all
appliances. Newly remodeled & Move
in ready
Gated Community with Pool
Patio with Privacy Fence.
Call Joe @ 601-906-3131

Weekend Rental
Furnished 3 Bedroom apt. near
hospital fully furnished $1000.00 per
month. 662-202-5020
not just football rentals
Weekends and more! Event weekend
availability/ pricing online. Check with
Kay for other dates. www.oxfordtownhouse.com (662)801-6692

Health & Fitness
omg Therapeutic Bliss, Inc. Massage,
Sauna, Steam Bath, Personal Training,
24 Hour Gym. www. TherapeuticBliss.
com (662)234-3400

Miscellaneous
Pregnancy Test Center Pregnancy Test, Limited Ultrasound, Information on Abortion Effects, Parenting
and Adoption. All services are free and
confidential.
www.pregnancyoxford.
com. (662)234-4414

Part-time
BARTENDING $300/DAY POTENTIAL
No Experience Necessary, Training
Provided Call 1-800-965-6520 EXT155

Miscellaneous for Sale
$1 sales New&Used Creations North
Lamar/Molly Barr. Furniture, clothes/
shoes, miscellaneous. Donations Accepted/Pickup Available. (662)6074256

Pets for Adoption
Save 9 LIVES! Adopt a rescued cat or
kitten. www.9livescatrescue.org.
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OLE MISS SPORTS INFORMATION

Lady Rebels win Inn at Ole Miss Classic Volleyball downs Auburn,
Georgia over weekend

ADDISON DENT | The Daily Mississippian

BY KAITLYN DUBOSE
The Daily Mississippian

The Lady Rebels earned a
tournament championship at
the Inn at Ole Miss Classic
this past weekend. After beating Jackson State University
69-64 on Friday, the Rebels
defeated Sam Houston State
69-60 on Saturday for the
championship.
“It’s a win, it’s a championship for a new team,” Lady
Rebels coach Renee Ladner
said.
The predominately freshmen team was put to the test
by both JSU and Sam Houston State, and while the Lady
Rebels won both games, Ladner said the tournament exposed some problems within
the tem.
“We have to have everybody
popping on all cylinders for
our team to be effective, and
I thought we saw inconsistencies throughout the day
whether it was offense or defense,” said Ladner after the
victory over JSU.

While junior LaTosha Laws
had a game-high 17 points,
Ladner said that the freshmen
were largely responsible for
the JSU win.
“Pa’Sonna Hope played extremely hard, probably to the
point of fatigue, physically
and mentally,” Ladner said.
Hope ended the night with
14 points and seven rebounds.
Freshman Shae Nelson also
was a factor with 11 points in
the JSU game.
The game against Sam
Houston State brought saw
an increase in play and energy
from the upperclassmen.
After being tied 32-32 at the
half, Ladner said that it was
senior Kayla Melson’s high
energy late in the second half
that was the game changer for
the Lady Rebels.
“She finally brought it to
the table and when she brings
energy, we all play well,” Ladner said.
Melson finished the game
with 15 points and 12 rebounds.

Upperclassmen Nikki Byrd
and Courtney Mabra were also
essential in the victory. Byrd
ended with 11 points and
nine rebounds while Mabra
finished with 10 points.
But it was freshman Valencia McFarland who led the the
Lady Rebels in scoring with
18 points.
“What didn’t she do for this
team today?” Ladner said of
the young point guard.
After having an outstanding
weekend, playing 79 minutes
total and only giving up three
turnovers, McFarland was
named MVP of the tournament.
Ole Miss Junior Nikki Byrd
was named to the All-Tournament team as well after finishing the weekend with 18
points and 14 rebounds.
“I am extremely proud that
in the last two days we came
from behind and found a way
to win,” stated Ladner.
The Lady Rebels next host
the Arizona Wildcats on
Thursday at 7 p.m.

The Rebels cruised early, but
had to fight back late to defeat
Auburn (17-12, 8-9 SEC) as
Ole Miss (19-8, 13-5 SEC) got
a team-leading 14 kills from
Miranda Kitts to defeat the Tigers by a score of 3-2 (25-17,
25-17, 13-25, 18-25, 15-13).
The win gave Ole Miss a
season sweep of Auburn and
a clean sweep on the weekend
after defeating Georgia 3-1 on
Friday night.
Kitts led the way with 14
kills and hit .414, while Whitney Craven came up with 12
kills on the afternoon. Amanda Philpot turned in another
double-double, putting down
10 kills to go along with her 40
assists.
Morgan Springer led the
back-row defense with 24 digs,
while Ashley Veach came up
with 14 digs and Emily Kvitle
added 12 digs against the Tigers.
“It’s a great road win and I
think we grew up a little bit as
a team today,” said Ole Miss
head coach Joe Getzin. “We
played some very good defense
and Miranda Kitts had another
excellent match. That’s just senior leadership coming through
for us.
“We talked all week about
how comfortable we are at
home and how we had the
chance to do something special
here. We come home for our
last home stand and we really
invite our fans to come out on
Friday night and support this
team on senior day next weekend.”
The Rebels took control of
the first set early after giving
up the first score of the match
to Auburn. Ole Miss snapped
a tie at three on an Auburn
attack error and a service ace
from Whitney Craven to move
out to a lead. The Rebels held
to the advantage from there,
continuing to build on the lead
and holding the advantage on

the way to a 25-17 win in the
first set.
The second set saw the Rebels fall behind early as the Tigers moved out in front with a
7-3 lead. Ole Miss fought back,
chipping away at the lead before tying the set at 10 on a kill
from Miranda Kitts. Auburn
pushed back in front only to see
the Rebels again respond and
tie the set at 14. A service error
from the Tigers put Ole Miss
on top and the Rebels held the
lead the rest of the way, taking
the second set 25-17.
It was all Tigers in the third
set as Auburn came out of the
break an attacked the Rebel defense quickly. Auburn jumped
out to a 5-1 lead and continued
to build on the advantage from
there, despite the Rebels cutting the lead to two at 14-12.
Ole Miss couldn’t overtake the
Tigers, who claimed the third
set 25-13.
The fourth set was again a
Tiger controlled frame as Auburn moved out to a 6-3 lead
on the Rebels in the early stages
and held the lead from there.
The Tigers continued to push
offensively, evening the match
at two sets each with a 25-18
win in set four.
Ole Miss stormed out of the
gates in the fifth and decisive
set, pushing ahead of the Tigers 5-1 and forcing the home
team to call a timeout to halt
the Rebel run. Ole Miss continued to hold the lead, moving toward claiming the set before the Tigers close the gap to
one at 13-12. The Rebels held
on, using a kill from Philpot at
match point to claim the match
with a 15-13 win in the final
set.
The Rebels will close out the
regular season at home with a
pair of matches next weekend,
hosting Kentucky and No. 22
Tennessee at the Gillom Center.
Ole Miss will face Kentucky on
senior night, Friday at 7 p.m.

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
PREGAME STARTS AT 5

EAGLES
TM

VS.

TM

REDSKINS

ALL YOU CAN EAT BBQ
RIBS • PORK • BAKED BEANS • POTATO SALAD • ALL YOU CAN EAT $10
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Rebels outlast Arkansas State in season opener

ADDISON DENT | The Daily Mississippian

BY KORY KEYS
The Daily Mississippian

The Ole Miss basketball team
was able outlast Arkansas State
by a final score of 68-60 in the
Rebels’ season opener Friday
night at Tad Smith Coliseum.
Ole Miss was led by 26
points from senior Chris Warren on 9-of-15 shooting.
Warren was able to extend
his school record of consecutive games with a three-pointer
made to 46 when he connect-

ed on a long-range triple with
4:30 to play.
“(Warren) didn’t shoot the
ball very well, but he was explosive to the basket,” Ole
Miss coach Andy Kennedy
said. “Once we got him some
space he was hard to guard.”
The Rebels went into the
locker room trailing 32-24 at
half time.
That eight-point deficit was
Arkansas State’s largest lead
of the second half. Following
a Zach Graham three-pointer

to open the second half, the
Rebels went on a 17-8 run to
regain the lead at 41-40 on a
Trevor Gaskins put-back with
11:50 remaining in the game.
“We’ve got to get someone
to step up and make a big shot
when the game is on the line,
“ Arkansas State coach John
Brady said.
The Red Wolves were led by
center Martavius Adams’ 14
points and eight rebounds.
Murray State is up next for
the Rebels on Wednesday in

Oxford.
“Murray State is next, who
returns six of eight players that
had Butler on the ropes (in the
second round of the NCAA
Tournament) last season,”
Kennedy said. “It’s a game that
we can learn a lot from. I’ve
been doing this long enough
to know that there’s no such
thing as a bad win. We’ll have
to be better on Wednesday.”
Player of the Game:
Trevor Gaskins: eight points,
seven rebounds and two assists

Stat of the Game: 46; Warren extended his streak of consecutive games with a threepointer made to 46 games.
The Game Was Over
When: Warren connected on
a 3-pointer with 4:30 to play
giving Ole Miss a 58-50 lead.
Quotable: “For some reason we always come out not
ready in the first half. We’ve
got to come out ready to play,
especially with this team (on
Wednesday).”
- Andy Kennedy

Tennessee game tells story of Rebels season
BY BENNETT HIPP

The ball hit Ole Miss linebacker
Jonathan Cornell right in the
hands, but he could not reel it
On the first play from scrim- in. Hunter did, and raced 80
mage Saturday morning in yards for the opening score.
Knoxville, it was
to get the
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urday’s game. The opening play
was a microcosm of the Rebels’
2010 season.
A step slow, a couple inches
away, having the chance to make
a big play but not doing it; this
has been reality for Ole Miss so
far this season. The Rebels now
need to win out against LSU
and Mississippi State to have a
chance at a bowl game. Not saying it absolutely won’t happen,
but you’d be wise to spend $5
on something else besides betting on Ole Miss making a bowl
game.
An Ole Miss program that
came into the season on a high
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from back-to-back nine win seasons and Cotton Bowl victories
now seems to be in a state of disarray. There are now holes in the
roster, an alarming lack of talent
in places.
An Ole Miss defense that
was supposedly one of the best
in conference if not the country going into the season is no
longer a vaunted or feared unit.
What it is is slow. The lack of
speed on the Rebels defense is
concerning, and that lack of
high-end speed was on display
in Knoxville Saturday.
Tennessee wide receivers got
past defensive backs way too
easily, and linebackers were a
step too slow covering crossing routes and getting to quick
screens.
A team that has just as much if
not more youth on the field than
Ole Miss, Tennessee, dominated
the Rebels in every phase of the
game, and put into question the
talent that the Rebels have. The
Ole Miss coaches have said that
this is a season of growing pains
because of youth and injuries.
But Tennessee has youth in the
same places as Ole Miss: defensively and on their entire offense
including quarterback.

That youth trounced the youth
Ole Miss had on the field Saturday, and it wasn’t even close.
From looking at body language, it looked like Tennessee was playing for something,
while Ole Miss – outside of
D.T. Shackelford and Brandon
Bolden – looked like they just
did not care. The Rebels needs
the rest of the team to look at
Shackelford and Bolden and
take notes. Those two bring everything they’ve got the entire
time they are on the field.
While a bowl game is not out
of reach, it’s not likely. The Rebels can still salvage the season
with a win Nov. 27th in Oxford
over Mississippi State, but if
nothing changes from Saturday,
it will be two straight Egg Bowl
victories for the Bulldogs.
A loss there and Dan Mullen’s
one-time childish claim after
last year’s Egg Bowl of only one
team in the state going in the
right direction becomes somewhat prophetic.
There will certainly be big
changes come the offseason,
but Ole Miss better make some
changes right now or these last
two games will be all but over
before they start.

